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The Sexy Lifestyle with Carol and David
Friday at 3 PM Pacific
March 13th 2020: THE SWINGER CRUISE - NEWBIES 101
Are you curious about the swinging lifestyle? Perhaps you’ve
already discussed it with your partner – and you’ve decided to
give it a try? Now you want to know what you have to do next to
enjoy a positive and memorable first swinger experience. Join
us with Miss Lynn from TheSwingerCruise.com as she hosts
the Newbies 101 Workshop on board the Bliss Cruise,
answering specific audience questions about how to
approach other couples, staying safe, sealing the deal and a
whole lot more. It’s fun, it’s interactive and most of all, it’s
informative.
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Featured Guest
The Swinger Cruise
Start by checking out the sexiest vacation afloat: The Swinger Cruise…
Imagine stepping off the gangway and immediately feeling somehow
sexier and more alluring. Feel the approving glances of others as if you
were a celebrity. Indeed! When you are with TheSwingerCruise.com on
one of these cruises, that’s exactly how it begins. The atmosphere is sleek Share On
and sexy. You are joining other like minded passengers ready to embark in Facebook
delicious week of fantasy fulfillment. Of course everyone likes different
flavors but with a group this large, it’s easy to guarantee that you will find
many other couples just like you. Here are the next 3 swinger cruise or
View all our cruises here…
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